
Mime Quilt

Supplies Needed:
1 yard of Fabric A 

1 1/2 yards of Fabric B  

1 1/2 yards of Fabric C

Cutting:

Scissors / Rotary Cutter

Thread

Wonder clips / pins

1 3/4 yards of Fabric D

(12)  6” x 12.5” Fabric A 

(16) 6” x 12.5” Fabric C  

(6) 10” x 10” Fabric C

( 6) 10” x 10” Fabric D
(10) 12.5” x 12.5”  Fabric D

(44)  4.5” x 4.5” Fabric B

(11)  4.5” x 4.5” Fabric A

Marking Pen

 By: Brody Tippetts
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SIZE 64” x 90”
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8 strips of 3” x wof of Fabric B for the optional border



First, we will create our half square triangles.                 

Begin to build your block. Follow our diagram below to piece your block correctly. Sew your block like any other quilt
block; right sides together with a 1/4” seam, one fabric square at a time.                   

Step 1:

Step 2:

Take one 10 x 10 of fabric D and one 10 x 10 of fabric C, and place them with right sides together. Use a ruler to 
mark a diagonal line across your squares, marking an X. Sew on 1/4” from both sides of each marked line. 
Next, cut the block in half as directed below. Use a ruler to make your cutting exact. .                 

Mark Sew Cut

Take your newly cut squares, and cut down the marked line between each sewn seam. When opened, you will 
have half square triangles. Repeat step 1 with all of your 10 x 10 squares. After you’re done making all your
half square triangles, square them to 4.5” x 4.5”.   
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Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Once you have your pieced blocks sewn, begin to build your 

rows. The Mime quilt is constructed vertically rather than 

horizontally. Take your 12.5” x 12.5” square and place it right 

sides together, building three horizontal rows as shown. Be 

sure that your middle row alternates. 

Next, take your 6 x 12.5 rectangles and begin to piece your 

sashing. The sashing will also be pieced vertically, alternating 

between fabric A and C. All sashings should begin and end 

with C. You should have four strips of sashing.   

Attach your sashings to your vertical rows, arranging 

your quilt as shown. Sew at 1/4”.  
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Step 6:
Connect all 8 strips of 3” x wof of Fabric B to create your borders. Border your quilt trimming as you go.   
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